RWM consumables & accessories
Riverside’s consumables & accessories
– helping you create the perfect bale
Did you know there’s more to Riverside than waste machinery? Drawing upon more than two
decades of recycling experience – which has helped UK organisations large and small improve
their environmental agenda and yield more revenue – we also stock a range of consumables and
accessories to ensure clients produce the perfect bale.

Polythene bag stands
Polythene waste is becoming a growing problem in
UK businesses. But, by strategically locating bag
stands at convenient locations around a site, you’ll
increase your ability to segregate materials at source,
whilst efficiently storing loose material, until there is
enough to be baled. As a result, you’ll find it quicker
and simpler to load your machine, recycle this plastic
material and keep your facilities tidy. That’s the reason
why the polythene bag stand is one of Riverside’s
best-selling consumable products.

Benefits
A convenient pre-baling accessory
Keeps sites tidier
 Reduces unnecessary waste handling
 Saves time
Easy to use
Encourages greater polythene recycling
Doesn’t break the bank

The detail
Grey frame
Sold as single units
 Durable
 970h x 485w x 485d mm
Clear polythene sacks also available
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Clear polyethene sacks
Ideal for use within a bag press machine, or perfect for
storing loose polythene waste in conjunction with the
RWM bag stand, these strong sacks will help maintain
a neat and tidy site.

Benefits
A helpful pre-baling accessory
OR, a great way to contain material within a bag press
 Strong and reliable
 Cost-effective
 Supports recycling of one of the UK’s most
problematic wastes

The detail
Supplied in boxes of 100
Made from tough polythene
 Each sack = 1168h x 838w x 508d mm

Not found the consumables you’re looking for?
There are so many products in our consumables range that it’s impossible to highlight
everything. So, if you haven’t found what you’re looking for or you need something
specific, please contact Riverside on 01423 325038 or sales@wastemachinery.co.uk.

Next working day delivery available!
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